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Case for Space Study

• Two and a half year study

• A group of 35 industry leaders came together to 

consider what lays at the root of a massive 

problem in the United States workforce.



Prompt for the Study

• 70% of employees would rather be any place else 

but work 

• You are better off paying 20% of your employees 

to stay home because of their toxic effect 

• The lifespan of an S&P 500 company has dropped 

from 60 years in 1960 to under 15 years in 2014 

and falling 

• In a global sur ey of 6  CEO’s keeping up ith 
change and the need for innovation is their 

number one concern 



20% Toxic – C.A.V.E. Dweller

Continuously Against Virtually Everything

The Cost of Dis-Engagement

The bottom 20% cost business $550 billion/year



The Case for Space Study

• This group of commercial and corporate RE 

professionals, contractors, architects, others 

began looking at the connection between real 

estate and this massive problem

– Does space impact the way people work?  

– Could we consciously develop and build spaces that 

improve/cause engagement?

– What would that do to the business bottom line for 

our clients?

– What value would that bring to clients?



The Changing Nature of 

Real Estate

• The physical spaces in which we 

live, work, and play are 

transforming in front of our eyes 

and will eventually disrupt every 

aspect of our physical world and 

how we live in it. 



The GREAT Disrupter

• Technology has had a HUGE impact on the 

way we work, where we work, and when 

we work

From Digital Immigrants to Digital Natives

http://youtu.be/aXV-yaFmQNk

https://weboutlook.du.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=6XNihsvvaUKBXzL5bfXrhAp0_pbuQ9EIEaoB-Z56aiwg3KE_TvT7jm8VUShggTwPzAA-YfD6sf0.&URL=http://youtu.be/aXV-yaFmQNk


What is going on out there? 
Why are workers so disengaged?



From Known to Unknown/Unknowns



Fro  Push E gage e t…



To Pull E gage e t…



From Organizational Fiction to Reality



E gage e t The  a d Now….

Focus – No Discretion Fluid – Real Time



Where Engagement Happens

From - Alone To - Together



When Engagement Happens

Was Clear Now Blurred



Work a yplace, a yti e….results



Cool Real Estate…
Changing the way we work and play

• Google – Mountain View, CA

• AT& T Foundry – Plano, TX

• CBRE Headquarters – Los Angeles, CA

• Haworth Furniture – Holland, MI

• Galvanize – Denver, CO 



Not Your Father’s Office Space





CoCo – Minneapolis, MN

ParaSoma – San Francisco



Gang Plank – Chandler AZ



The New Conference Room



If ENGAGEMENT is the elixir that             

produces creativity, innovation and 

profits for co pa ies…                                                          
What difference can real estate make?



A BIG ONE!





The Magic in Engagement



Conclusions
• The group discovered that SPACE 

indeed makes a difference, 

especially today. 

• Companies and the spaces they 

work in are designed to create 

disengagement. 

• Detached leaders created 

disengagement. 

• Silo’d organizations add so much 

friction to getting work 

accomplished that it leads to 

disengagement. 

• Mismanaged change and the 

confusion of complexity leads to 

disengagement. 


